Cascade and Reflex...changing room lockers

Colours...

NBS spec...

Decra Cascade and Reflex locker
systems offer solutions for both
wet and dry areas in sports
arenas, leisure centres, gymnasia
and swimming pools.
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are immensely durable and
unaffected by humidity, to provide
the ideal solution for wet areas.
With quality ASSA fittings and the
option of key or coin operated
locks, Cascade is available in a
wide variety of colours including
those on this data sheet.
Reflex is comprised of highpressure laminate faced panels
which are eminently suitable for
dry areas and is extremely popular
in offices requiring staff locker
facilities. As with Cascade, a wide
range of colour, lock and fitting
options are available
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Both locker systems are available
in plinth, floor or bench mounted
formats with wall and floor
mounted extra benching available
in a variety of styles.
Contact Decra for more details and
additional colour options.
Decra Ltd
34 Forest Business Park
Argall Avenue
London. E10 7FB
Tele: 020 8520 4371
Fax: 020 8521 0605
Email: sales@decraltd.co.uk
www.toiletcubicles.org
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Reflex laminate lockers
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- Manufacturer: Decra Ltd - 020 8520 4371.
- Product Reference: Cascade Locker system for
wet or dry areas.
- Core material: doors 12/13mm solid grade
(compact) laminate.
- Edge detail: crescent edges and radiused corners,
for safety.
- Facing: melamine protected colour from
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- Locker body: white solid grade (compact)
laminate. 12mm for top, base and shelves, 4mm
for sides and the back (with ventilation slots).
- Locks: Assa standard key operated cam lock.
- Hinges: stainless steel hinges to allow door to
open 170 degrees, aluminium door restraint.
- Plinth: concrete by others or Decra closed leg
plinth with solid grade laminate facing as
detailed on drawings.
- Overall size: each locker to be 300mm wide,
500mm deep and 1810mm high plus 150mm
plinth.
- Manufacturer: Decra Ltd - 020 8520 4371.
- Product Reference: Reflex Locker system for dry
areas.
- Core material: MR particleboard.
- Facing: high pressure laminate from
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- Thickness: 19mm.
- Edge detail: laminate to match face.
- Locker body: 19mm melamine faced moisture
resistant board in white.
- Locks: Assa standard key operated cam lock.
- Hinges: concealed free hinges to allow door to
open 170 degrees.
- Plinth: concrete by others or Decra closed leg
plinth with laminate facing as detailed on
drawings.
- Overall size: each locker to be 300mm wide,
500mm deep and 1810mm high plus 150mm
plinth.
BENCHES
- Manufacturer: Decra Ltd - 020 8520 4371.
- Product reference: Cascade bench units.
- Core material: 12/13mm solid grade laminate.
- Edge detail: crescent edges and radiused corners
for safety.
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- Support system: powder coated 38mm box
section with fixings into masonry or free standing
support for island benches.

